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Fetzer: Nothing to Hide, Nothing to Fear

Nothing to hide,
nothing to fear
Philip L. Fetzer
We live in an age when governmental and commercial interests are actively
undermining our right to privacy. “Privacy” is an amorphous concept. It may
entail the simple right “to be let alone.”1 Additional aspects of privacy include:
protection from public scrutiny of one’s intimate relations, informational regu
lations that restrict access to financial and medical records, and rules that address
an individual’s right to terminate a pregnancy. In spite of an apparent desire for
privacy, our commitment to privacy appears to be weak and inchoate.
Television is a prime source of a slow, but indisputable blurring of the differ
ences between the “private” and “public.” As Joshua Meyrowtiz noted in the mid
1980’s:
“Television removes much of the doubt as to what subjects one’s
children or parents know about. Any topic on any popular situa
tion comedy or talk show, news program, or advertisement- be it
death, homosexuality, abortion, male strippers, sex-change oper
ations, political scandals, incest, jock itch, or bras that ‘lift and
separate,’—can be spoken about the next day in school, over din
ner, or on a date, not only because everyone now knows about
such topics, but also because everyone knows that everyone
knows that everyone knows. In fact, it almost seems strange not
to talk and write about such things. The public and all-inclusive
nature of television has a tendency to collapse formerly distinct
situations into one.”2
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American consumers have played an active role in encouraging this break
down as well. Ubiquitous cell phone usage and ATM machines mean that for
merly private conversations and financial transactions are now conducted in a
public setting. Large numbers of individuals not only are unaware of this loss of
privacy but are positively eager to participate in it.3

Public Opinion and Privacy
Three weeks after the attacks of September 11, the New York Times reported that
“8 in 10 Americans believe they will have to give up some of their personal free
doms to make the country safe from terrorist attacks.”4 The initial government
response to the attacks included aggressive efforts to diminish traditional priva
cy rights. Attorney General John Ashcroft, for example, ordered monitoring of
the conversations “between selected inmates and their lawyers.” Ashcroft’s argu
ment? “Let’s be clear about what it is: [it’s] designed to keep people from contin
uing to perpetrate crimes through their lawyers’ sometimes unwitting coopera
tion,” he said.5 The White House believes that the public will support their posi
tion on this and other related actions that undermine privacy.6 And the leaders
of the Executive Branch may be right.
In times of fear, security concerns rise to the top. As Georgetown law profes
sor David Cole states, “We love security more than we love liberty.”7 Will the
courts protect us from a diminution of our privacy rights? Not likely. “[T]he jus
tices are part of the same culture that is willing, in times of war, to trade civil lib
erties for security,” in the opinion of University of Virginia law professor Michael
Klarman.

Privacy and the Courts
The primary legal foundation for a “right to privacy” is found in the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution.
“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated and no Warrants shall issue, but upon prob
able cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to
be seized.”8
As Professor Sheldon Goldman noted, the Fourth Amendment clearly contains
“a substantive right of privacy.”9 In a critical ruling that laid the foundation for
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the Supreme Court’s landmark abortion decision, Roe v Wade, the Court, speak
ing through Justice Douglas concluded that: “[S]pecific guarantees in the Bill of
Rights have penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees, that help
give them life and substance...Various guarantees create zones of privacy.”10
Privacy of communications has been a subject of close analysis by the Court.
In 1928, the Court first considered the use of wiretapping. The Justices held that
use of wiretaps did not constitute “a search and seizure” under the meaning of
the Fourth Amendment.11
Nearly four decades later, the Supreme Court changed its mind. Ruling in
Katz v United States, Justice Stewart concluded:
“...the Fourth Amendment protects people not places. What a
person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or
office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection...But
what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to
the public, may be constitutionally protected.”12
Five years after Katz, the Court ruled on the issue of presidential power to
authorize electronic surveillance in internal security matters. The government
argued that it was lawful to wiretap without prior judicial approval and proper
search warrants because the president was acting “to protect national security.”13
Justice Powell held that “Official surveillance, whether its purpose be criminal
investigation or ongoing intelligence gathering, risks infringement of constitu
tionally protected privacy of speech. Security surveillances are especially sensitive
because of the inherent vagueness of the domestic security concept.”14

Surveillance in the 21st Century
In early October of 2001, writing in The New York Times Magazine, Jeffrey Rosen,
discussed recent developments in surveillance.15 A company called “Visonics” is
“...the industry leader in a fledgling science of biometics, a method
of identifying people by scanning and quantifying their unique
physical characteristics—their facial structure, for example, or
their retinal patterns. Visonics manufactures a face-recognition
technology called FaceIt, which creates identification codes for
individuals based on 80 unique aspects of facial structure...”16
Joseph Atick is the CEO and founder of Visonics. After the terrorist attacks, he
saw a business opportunity to market his product. He proposed that key airports
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throughout the United States could be “wired up” with more than 300 cameras
each. These cameras could then scan the faces of passengers in line or in other
public areas. They could also be placed in sports stadiums, subway systems and
near national monuments.17
It turns out that the United Kingdom has already taken the lead. Rosen writes:
“According to one estimate, there are 2.5 million surveillance cameras in Britain,
and in fact, there may be far more.”18 However, Rosen notes, “The cameras are
designed not to produce arrests but to make people feel that they are being
watched at all times...rather than thwarting crime, the cameras are being used to
enforce social conformity in ways that Americans may prefer to avoid.” How
good are these cameras at detecting “evil doers”? In a documentary about closecircuit television (CCTV), former Monty Python actor John Cleese fooled the
Visonics system by wearing earrings and a beard.19 The apparent relationship
between the public’s anxiety about safety and its willingness to accept a reduc
tion in privacy can be illustrated by attitudes about surveillance activities.
Public opposition to expanded governmental surveillance has been limited.
While expressing considerable opposition to telephonic intrusions by telemar
keters, Adam Liptak wonders why large numbers of individuals don’t seem
equally concerned about the government activity that is similar. “That dichoto
my is a little hard to explain,” he writes, “given that intrusion by the government
can be life-altering while most businesses can do little more than annoy people
with phone calls at dinner time. The answer, it appears, is that many people
believe the government will invade only someone else’s privacy. Privacy for me,
they seem to be saying, but not for thee.”20

Privacy and the USA PATRIOT Act
President Bush signed the “USA PATRIOT Act” into law on October 26, 2001.
The law includes a wide variety of provisions that enhance the law enforcement
powers of federal agencies such as the FBI and CIA. Section 215 of the act, for
example, permits agents of the FBI to gain access to library records of “any indi
vidual government investigators claim is connected to an investigation into spy
ing and terrorism.”21 The government does not need to have evidence “of any
crime, nor provide evidence to a court that their target is suspected of one.”22
The director of libraries in Santa Cruz said, in response to this new law:
“Particularly pernicious is the idea that library staff are not allowed to tell peo
ple targeted by the FBI about what is happening. That kind of secrecy is straight
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out of Nazi Germany.”23 According to one study, government agents have visited
85 academic libraries looking for information under provisions of the PATRIOT
Act. Assistant Attorney General Daniel Bryant stated that “Americans who bor
rowed library books automatically surrendered their right to privacy.”24
Clarifying Bryant’s remarks, another administration spokesperson said the law
was “a threat only to those who might have something to feel guilty about.”25
Under the PATRIOT Act, the FBI has issued scores of “national security let
ters.” These directives require businesses to turn over a wide array of electronic
records including email, telephone calls, and finances. The law permits FBI field
office employees, rather than senior officials, to issue these orders.26 Beryl
Howell, a former advisor to Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt) stated that “national
security letters represent “‘unchecked, secret power that makes it invisible to
public scrutiny and difficult even for congressional oversight.’”27 The act also
permits secret searches without notification to the owner of the dwelling or
property.28 Since the Constitution provides that government may not conduct
searches without a warrant and a showing of “probable cause,” these provisions
of the law may be found illegal.

Justice Department
Earlier this year the Los Angeles Times reported that the Justice Department had
“stepped up use of a secretive process that enables the attorney general to per
sonally authorize electronic surveillance and physical searches of suspected ter
rorists, spies and other national-security threats without immediate court over
sight.”29 Attorney General Ashcroft testified that he had authorized over 170
emergency searches since the attacks of September 11, 2001. This is more than
triple the number previously authorized by attorney generals in the last 20
years.30
The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), adopted in 1978, permits
investigations under the supervision of a secret federal court known as the
“Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.” A provision of FISA allows the gov
ernment to initiate searches authorized only by the attorney general. A
spokesperson for the ACLU expressed concern that the federal government is
using FISA to pursue traditional criminal cases while claiming that they are
“national security” investigations. Defendants’ traditional 4th Amendment rights
don’t apply in FISA cases.31
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Total Information Awareness
In late November of 2002, Adam Liptak of the New York Times reported on a new
Defense Department proposal. Liptak wrote:
“The Pentagon also attracted considerable attention this month
for a proposed database of unprecedented scale to help govern
ment antiterrorism efforts. It would collect every sort of infor
mation imaginable, including student grades, Internet activity
and medical histories.”32
Shortly after Liptak’s piece appeared, Hendrick Hertzberg wrote on the subject in
The New Yorker.33 Hertzberg described “the Information Office of the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense.” “[I]t’s offi
cial mission, Hertzberg wrote, “is to imagine, develop, apply, integrate, demon
strate and transition information technologies, components and proto-type,
closed-loop information systems that will counter asymmetric threats by achiev
ing total information awareness.”34 Among the office’s subdivisions is the
“Human Identification at a Distance program. This office’s proposed tasks
include “Face Recognition” and “Gait Recognition.”35
However, the main “assignment” of the new office is, in Hertzberg’s words:
“[T]o turn everything in cyberspace about everybody—tax
records, driver’s license applications, travel records, bank records,
raw F.B.I files, telephone record, credit-card records, shoppingmall security camera videotapes, medical records, every e-mail
anybody ever sent—into humongous, multi-googolplexibyte
database that electronic robots will mine for patterns of informa
tion suggestive of terrorist activity. Dr. Strangelove’s vision—
‘a chikentic gomplex of gumbyuders’—is at last coming into its
own.”36
Software for an early version of the Total Information Awareness system is called
“Groove.” “Groove” was developed by Ray Ozzie.37
Congress reacted negatively to the proposed new system. House and Senate
conferees agreed that this project should not be used against Americans. The
conference committee also concluded that further research on the program
could not be continued without a specific appropriation from Congress.38
Nonetheless, a Pentagon spokesperson stated that the Defense Department
“[S]till feels it’s a tool that can be used to alert us to terrorist acts before they
28 privacy
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occur.” “It’s not a program that snoops into American citizens’ privacy,” said
Lieutenant Commander Donald Sewell.39

Conclusion
What is one to make of this? What we know is that when people are afraid, they
are quite willing to sacrifice many traditional liberties. Are expanded surveillance
systems, investigation of library records, denial of traditional lawyer-client
privileges, and “Total Information Awareness,” consistent with the values of a free
and open society?
Can any government, including the current administration in Washington, be
trusted not to abuse the unprecedented powers that it has already or that it is
seeking to acquire? While in commercial transactions, we “can always opt
out...[because we] have a certain amount of choice. In terms of government sur
veillance, we really do not,” notes Jane Kirtley, a professor of law and media ethics
at the University of Minnesota.40
At the same time, the governmental response to the new threats facing
Americans might help uncover terrorist networks. The trade-off between liberty
and security might be worth the price. And, after all, as former British Prime
Minister John Major said, “If you’ve got nothing to hide, you have nothing to
fear.”41
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